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Abstract

The sensory experience of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) evokes cortical

responses measured in electroencephalography (EEG) that confound interpreta-

tion of TMS-evoked potentials (TEPs). Methods for sensory masking have been

proposed to minimize sensory contributions to the TEP, but the most effective

combination for suprathreshold TMS to dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) is

unknown. We applied sensory suppression techniques and quantified electro-

physiology and perception from suprathreshold dlPFC TMS to identify the best

combination to minimize the sensory TEP. In 21 healthy adults, we applied single

pulse TMS at 120% resting motor threshold (rMT) to the left dlPFC and compared

EEG vertex N100-P200 and perception. Conditions included three protocols: No

masking (no auditory masking, no foam, and jittered interstimulus interval [ISI]),

Standard masking (auditory noise, foam, and jittered ISI), and our ATTENUATE

protocol (auditory noise, foam, over-the-ear protection, and unjittered ISI).

ATTENUATE reduced vertex N100-P200 by 56%, “click” loudness perception by

50%, and scalp sensation by 36%. We show that sensory prediction, induced with

predictable ISI, has a suppressive effect on vertex N100-P200, and that combining

standard suppression protocols with sensory prediction provides the best

N100-P200 suppression. ATTENUATE was more effective than Standard masking,

which only reduced vertex N100-P200 by 22%, loudness by 27%, and scalp sen-

sation by 24%. We introduce a sensory suppression protocol superior to Standard

masking and demonstrate that using an unjittered ISI can contribute to minimizing

sensory confounds. ATTENUATE provides superior sensory suppression to

increase TEP signal-to-noise and contributes to a growing understanding of TMS-

EEG sensory neuroscience.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is a powerful noninvasive

tool for stimulating brain networks (Barker et al., 1985; Ferrarelli

et al., 2010; Massimini et al., 2005) and has proven useful for the neu-

rophysiological characterization and treatment of neurological and

neuropsychiatric disorders (Casarotto et al., 2011; Fischer et al., 2016;

Pascual-Leone et al., 2011; Rogasch, Daskalakis, & Fitzgerald, 2014;

Shafi et al., 2015). Neural changes caused by TMS are measurable and

quantifiable using electroencephalography (EEG; Bortoletto

et al., 2015; Ilmoniemi et al., 1997; Kerwin et al., 2018; Rosanova

et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2018). For instance, an averaged single pulse

TMS-evoked EEG potential (TEP) can be used to characterize local

and network excitability as well as plasticity following repetitive TMS

protocols (Eshel et al., 2020; Ilmoniemi et al., 1997; Ozdemir

et al., 2021; Rogasch & Fitzgerald, 2013). Gaining a better understand-

ing of and utilizing TMS-induced EEG changes is critical for targeted

and personalized circuit manipulation for robust clinical use.

Although TEPs are a promising measure of TMS-evoked neural

activity, it has become evident that off-target sensory effects of single

TMS pulses can severely confound the interpretation of the TEP

(Belardinelli et al., 2019; Biabani et al., 2019; Conde et al., 2019;

Freedberg et al., 2020; Rocchi et al., 2021; Siebner et al., 2019). These

off-target effects include sensory potentials that are peripherally evoked

due to the multisensory nature of TMS (Nikouline et al., 1999). Although

the TEP is reproducible (Kerwin et al., 2018; Lioumis et al., 2009) and has

been shown to reflect localized TMS-evoked activity at the earliest laten-

cies after the pulse (up to ~60–80 ms; Freedberg et al., 2020; Gordon,

Desideri, et al., 2018; Gosseries et al., 2015; Harquel et al., 2016;

Nikouline et al., 1999; Ozdemir et al., 2021; Rosanova et al., 2009), there

is accumulating evidence that the later TEP (>80 ms) is contaminated by

off-target sensory potentials (Biabani et al., 2019; Freedberg et al., 2020;

Rocchi et al., 2021). One such component of the later TEP is an evoked

response (Mouraux et al., 2011) induced from the sound of TMS

(referred to as the auditory-evoked potential [AEP]) and not specific to

the site of stimulation (Conde et al., 2019; Nikouline et al., 1999). The

greatest amplitude and most robustly measured subcomponents of this

sensory potential occur at the vertex at ~100 and 200 ms with an

accompanying smaller potential at ~50 ms (Belardinelli et al., 2019;

Čeponien et al., 2002; Eggermont et al., 1997; Gordon, Desideri,

et al., 2018; Knight et al., 1980; Näätänen & Picton, 1987; Sharma

et al., 1997). These vertex potentials are described as an N100-P200

complex, which overlaps with all but the earliest TEP components. In

summary, sensory potentials in the TEP remain a significant confound to

the direct effects of TMS and minimization or removal is necessary to

improve interpretability.

Experimental modifications have been proposed to suppress the

sensory vertex N100-P200, but the most effective combination for

suprathreshold TMS is unknown. This is particularly true for targeting

the dlPFC, the primary treatment location for many neuropsychiatric

disorders (Fox et al., 2012; George et al., 1995; O et al., 2007;

Padberg & George, 2009; Pascual-Leone et al., 1996; Siddiqi

et al., 2021). Here, we focus on the following experimental

modifications: auditory masking, a foam separator between the coil

and the scalp, and spacing TMS pulses predictably. Earplugs and/or

auditory noise masking are standard in the field (Massimini

et al., 2005; Rocchi et al., 2021), and a very common sensory masking

protocol is to pair these with a foam separator—this masking combina-

tion used with a jittered interstimulus interval (ISI) is hereafter called

Standard masking. Recent evidence for effective masking appears

promising for subthreshold TMS to primary motor cortex (90% of the

resting motor threshold [rMT]: Massimini et al., 2005; Rocchi

et al., 2021). However, it has also been shown that these methods

often do not fully suppress the sensory vertex N100-P200 (Biabani

et al., 2019; Conde et al., 2019; Herring et al., 2015; Ilmoniemi &

Kiči�c, 2010; Ross et al., 2021; Tchumatchenko & Reichenbach, 2014;

ter Braack et al., 2015) and this is particularly true for higher intensity

protocols (Conde et al., 2019; Ross et al., 2021). Rocchi et al. (2021)

used over-the-ear protection in addition to noise masking to further

minimize vertex N100-P200, with positive results for subthreshold

M1 stimulation. However, how over-the-ear protection performs for

higher stimulation intensities and non-M1 targets is unknown. Using

foam padding between the coil and scalp is thought to suppress the

vertex N100-P200 by reducing bone conduction of the sound (ter

Braack et al., 2015). However, it is unclear what type or thickness of

foam should be used. In addition, there is no consensus regarding how

to adjust stimulation intensity to account for higher coil to cortex dis-

tance when foam is added. Modifying the ISI timing changes the pre-

dictability of TMS pulses, which can have an effect on motor evoked

potential (MEP) amplitude (Stupacher et al., 2013; Tran et al., 2021).

However, whether more predictable TMS timing results in a similar

attenuation of the TEP is unknown. In summary, a thorough investiga-

tion into the optimal experimental methodology to suppress sensory

vertex N100-P200 following suprathreshold TMS to the clinically sig-

nificant dlPFC is necessary.

In this study, we develop an optimal combination of experimental

modifications that maximally reduce the vertex N100-P200 complex

and sensory perception following suprathreshold single pulse TMS to

the dlPFC. In a sample of 21 typically healthy adults, we compared the

effects of three masking protocols on the vertex N100-P200 and on

perception of the TMS loudness, scalp sensation, and pain: No mask-

ing, Standard masking, and a novel procedure. We hypothesized that

our novel combination of experimental procedures, with the addition

of further sound dampening and modification of TMS timing, would

best suppress the nonspecific sensory component of the TEP. This

work contributes to a growing understanding of TMS-EEG sensory

neuroscience, and the novel protocol has the potential to enhance

interpretability of TMS-EEG findings.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Participants and study design

All data were collected at Stanford University under an approved

institutional review board protocol after participants gave their written
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informed consent. Participants (N = 21) were 19–64 years old (44.0 mean

± 14.58 SD) and without current psychiatric or neurological diagnoses. A

wide age range was chosen so as not to constrain findings to any a priori

group. Table S1 includes demographic information for all subjects. For

each participant, the experiment was conducted on a single day. The

experiment was split into six single pulse TMS-EEG blocks, described

below, and presented in a randomized order. Each block consisted of

80 individual single pulse TMS trials applied to the left dlPFC. Eighty trials

were chosen as they provided high test–retest reliability of the N100 and

P200 (Kerwin et al., 2018). TMS-evoked potentials (TEPs) and perceptual

scores were quantified, as described below and in schematic in Figure 1a.

Conditions included the three sensory suppression protocols and

all individual modifications (three auditory conditions, two foam con-

ditions, and two jitter conditions) with all other factors matched. Total

number of conditions collected is six.

No masking/No noiseS jittered ISI, no foam, no over-the-ear pro-

tection, and no noise.

Noise: jittered ISI, no foam, no over-the-ear protection, and noise.

Noise plus over-the-ear protection/No foam: jittered ISI, no foam,

over-the-ear protection, and noise.

Foam/Jittered: jittered ISI, foam, over-the-ear protection, and noise.

Standard masking: jittered ISI, foam, no over-the-ear protection,

and noise.

ATTENUATE/Unjittered: unjittered ISI, foam, over-the-ear protec-

tion, and noise.

2.2 | Transcranial magnetic stimulation

TMS was performed with a MagPro X100 stimulator (MagVenture,

Denmark) and a MagVenture Cool B65 figure-of-eight coil (MagVenture,

Denmark). The motor hotspot for the right first dorsal interosseous (FDI)

was determined by delivering single TMS pulses to the left motor cortex.

rMT was obtained once at the beginning of the experiment, after placing

and gelling the EEG cap, and defined as the intensity that produced a vis-

ible twitch in relaxed FDI in ≥5/10 stimulations (Pridmore et al., 1998;

Stokes et al., 2005). Neuronavigation (Localite TMS Navigator MR-less

system, Alpharetta, GA) was utilized to determine the left dlPFC location

on a standard Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) brain map, fitted to

individual participants' heads based on scalp measurements. The left

dlPFC site (MNI-38, MNI-22, MNI-38) was used to target the fronto-

parietal control network (Chen et al., 2013). TMS coil angle was placed at

the angle between 0� and 90� (Brasil-Neto et al., 1992; Janssen

et al., 2015; Laakso et al., 2014; Mills et al., 1992; Tervo et al., 2021) that

most minimized discomfort and pain for each subject (M = 52�,

SD = 27). Table S1 includes the optimal angle for each subject.

F IGURE 1 Experimental design. (a) Single pulse TMS-EEG to the left dlPFC. TMS was applied at 120% rMT (80 trials). Perceptual reports of
loudness of the TMS “click,” intensity of scalp sensation, and pain followed each condition. Vertex N100-P200 was quantified using LMFP.
Arrows denote that the goal of the study was to minimize the N100-P200 and sensory perception while preserving the early TEP. (b) Three
experimental conditions were compared: No masking (jittered ISI/no foam/no noise/no over-the-ear protection), Standard masking (jittered
ISI/foam/noise/no over-the-ear protection), and ATTENUATE (unjittered ISI/foam/noise/over-the-ear protection). (c–f) neither foam (c,d) nor
unjittered ISI (e,f) altered the early local TEP (14–86 ms). (c,d) Effect of foam on early (14–86 ms) local TEP. Foam did not modify the early local
TEP (T = �0.35, DF = 19, p = .73). (e,f) effect of using an unjittered ISI on early local TEP. Modifying the timing of TMS pulses did not change the
early local TEP (T = �0.58, DF = 19, p = .57). All error bars denote standard error. dlPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; EEG,
electroencephalography; ISI, interstimulus interval; LMFP, local mean field power; N.S., not significant; rMT, resting motor threshold; TMS,
transcranial magnetic stimulation.
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To identify the set of procedures that maximally reduces the vertex

N100-P200, we tested our novel combination of experimental procedures,

which we refer to as ATTENUATE (Auditory: noise masking, Timing: unjit-

tered ISI, Tactile: foam, and over-the-Ear protection to Negate Unwanted

Artifacts in TMS-EEG). We tested ATTENUATE against a common Stan-

dard masking procedure (auditory noise and foam, jittered ISI) and No

masking (no auditory noise, no foam, and jittered ISI). See Figure 1b for

schematics of the three masking procedures. As noted in the Introduction,

it is becoming increasingly common in TMS-EEG studies to employ the

Standard masking protocol that uses foam and a “click” frequency auditory

masking noise (Conde et al., 2019; Rocchi et al., 2021).

To examine the effectiveness of auditory masking (auditory noise

with and without over-the-ear protection), foam, and ISI timing modifi-

cations alone (i.e., when each of the other factors is held constant).

Figure 3a,h,o depict auditory, foam, and ISI timing conditions, respec-

tively. Conditions were presented in a pseudorandomized order. All

conditions were collected in each subject unless the experiment

ended early due to time constraints. Tables S2 and S3 reflect for each

subject the conditions performed.

Each TMS-EEG condition consisted of 80 single pulses (biphasic

pulses at 280 μs pulse width) at an intensity of 120% rMT. Stimulator

recharge was delayed to 500 ms to prevent recharge artifact from affect-

ing EEG in the time period of interest (Siebner et al., 2009). Participants

were instructed to keep their eyes open and gaze relaxed throughout

each run. For conditions using auditory noise, the noise sound matched

the frequency of the TMS click (Rosanova et al., 2009) and was delivered

with earplug earbuds (Elgin USA Ruckus Earplug Earbuds, NRR 25 dB,

Arlington, Texas) at the maximum volume comfortable for each partici-

pant. In conditions using over-the-ear protection, to further dampen the

TMS “click” sound before reaching the ear canal, we used over-the-ear

noise-reducing foam-filled earmuffs (3 M Ear Peltor Optime 105 behind-

the-head earmuffs, NRR 29 dB, Maplewood, Minnesota). In conditions

without auditory noise, earplug earbuds were still kept in the ear canals

but no noise was played. In conditions requiring foam, a thin (0.5 cm)

foam pad was attached to the TMS coil, and rMT was redetermined

using this foam to accurately deliver a TMS intensity at 120% rMT while

accounting for the increase in coil to scalp distance (see Nikouline

et al., 1999) for effects of separator and of distance to scalp on ampli-

tude of vertex N100-P200). Table S1 includes all rMTs, with and without

foam, for all subjects. To determine whether predictability of TMS pulses

can attenuate sensory components in the TEP, we compared jittered ISI

(2 ± 1 s jitter) and unjittered ISI (2 s) protocols.

2.3 | Electroencephalography

Sixty-four-channel EEG data were obtained using a BrainVision acti-

CHamp Plus amplifiers (5 kHz sampling rate), with ActiCAP slim active

electrodes in an extended 10–20 system montage (actiCHamp, Brain

Products GmbH, Munich, Germany). EEG data were online referenced to

Afz, recorded using BrainVision Recorder software v1.24.0001 (Brain

Products GmbH, Germany). Impedances were maintained below 5 kΩ.

2.3.1 | Preprocessing of TEPs

All EEG preprocessing and analyses were performed in MATLAB

R2021a (Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts) using the EEGLAB

v2021.1 toolbox (Delorme & Makeig, 2004) and custom scripts.

Removal of artifactual EEG data was performed using a custom

preprocessing pipeline, as is most common (Bertazzoli

et al., 2021), but followed most closely with Ross et al. (2021)

(steps prior to sensory removal), TMSEEG (Atluri et al., 2016), and

TESA (Rogasch et al., 2017). Due to a marked impact of preproces-

sing pipelines on the TEP, as reported in (Bertazzoli et al., 2021),

we took a conservative approach in all steps that required human

judgement (with minimal data deletion) and describe all prepro-

cessing steps used in detail with justification for each choice and

supporting literature.

All details of EEG data cleaning can be found in Section S1.1.

2.3.2 | Quantification of TEPs

For time window and region of interest (ROI) selection, and calcula-

tion of global mean field power and local mean field power (LMFP),

see Section S1.2, and Figures S2–5. To compare vertex N100-P200

across experimental conditions, TEPs were generated as averages

over the vertex ROI: FC1, FCz, FC2, C1, Cz, and C2 (Figure S5C for

ROI). LMFP was calculated for the ROI and the area under the curve

(AUC) of the LMFP was quantified for the appropriate time windows.

Supporting that our time windows and ROI capture the vertex

N100-P200 complex, we observed a strong correlation between ver-

tex N100 and P200 (Figure S7A,B; AUC of LMFP; r(19) = 0.91,

p = .00000004; regression: F[1, 19] = 81.68, p = .00000004;

R2 = 0.82).

To verify that sensory suppression techniques did not alter the

early local TEP, we compared LMFP of the early window (14–86 ms)

in electrodes local to the site of stimulation. For each condition, the

AUC of the LMFP was utilized (and referred to simply as LMFP in the

article). These comparisons included No foam versus Foam conditions

(with other factors matched) and Jittered versus Unjittered conditions

(with other factors matched). To identify an ROI for examining local

response to TMS, electrodes maximally different from baseline in the

early window were chosen: AF3, AFz, F3, F1, FC3, and FC1

(Section S1.2 and Figure S6C for ROI). We found no significant effect

on the early TEP response (LMFP) of using Foam (T = �0.3534,

DF = 19, p = .7277) or an Unjittered protocol (T = �0.5773, DF = 19,

p = .5705; Figure 1c–f).

To ensure that an unjittered ISI did not induce changes in the

early local TEP over time, we compared the first half of trials to the

second half in the Unjittered condition (Huang et al., 2019; Keller

et al., 2018). We observed no significant difference in the early LMFP

between the first half and second half of trials in the Unjittered (2 s

ISI) condition (Figure S6; T = 1.2542, DF = 19, p = .2250,

CI = �11.4509, 45.6910).
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2.3.3 | Statistical analyses of TEPs

To compare single pulse TEP responses across the three masking pro-

tocols, we computed the LMFP for the N100 and P200 time windows

in the central ROI. We performed an analysis of variance (ANOVA,

repeated measures) with three levels (No masking, Standard masking,

and ATTENUATE), followed by post hoc pairwise comparisons using

Tukey's HSD procedure where appropriate.

2.4 | Perceptual ratings

To assess perceptual experience during each stimulation condition,

participants were asked to respond verbally immediately following

each condition to rate loudness, scalp sensation, and pain perception on

scales ranging from 0 to 10. These scores were inputted into the

research electronic data capture system (REDCAP, Vanderbilt, Nash-

ville, TN). To ensure consistency in how these questions were phrased

across conditions and subjects, the following scripts were used:

With 0 being you could not hear it, and 10 being as loud as a fire

alarm, how loud did you perceive the “click” sound to be?

With 0 being you could not feel it, and 10 being it felt as intense as a

hard flick, how much did you feel the tapping sensation?

With 0 being no pain at all, and 10 being unbearable pain, how much

pain did you feel?

2.4.1 | Statistical analyses of perceptual ratings

Raw perceptual ratings were compared across the three conditions

using a rm ANOVA with three levels (No masking, Standard masking,

and ATTENUATE), followed by post hoc pairwise comparisons using

Tukey's HSD procedure where appropriate.

2.5 | Relationship between perceptual ratings and
vertex N100-P200

To further understand the relationship between perceptual ratings of

loudness, scalp sensation, pain, and the vertex N100-P200, an explor-

atory analysis compared perceptual ratings and vertex N100-P200

LMFP values across subjects for the No masking condition only. The

goal of this analysis was to better understand the relationship

between unsuppressed sensory contributions. For this analysis, a

Pearson's correlation matrix was generated with correlation coeffi-

cients (Figure S7), and follow-up linear univariate regression analyses

were performed for significantly correlated factors using the regress

function in MATLAB R2021a (Mathworks, Natick, MA) (Chatterjee &

Hadi, 1986; Draper & Smith, 1981).

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | The ATTENUATE protocol is superior to
Standard masking at reducing vertex N100-P200

The vertex N100 and P200 LMFPs (see Section 2.3.2 above for ROI

and window selection) were compared across the three sensory sup-

pression protocols (No masking, Standard masking, and ATTENUATE).

Vertex LMFP was significantly different across conditions in the N100

(F[2,57] = 3.64, p = .03) and P200 (F[2,57] = 9.40, p = .0003) time

windows (Figure 2b–d). Post hoc pairwise comparisons revealed that

F IGURE 2 The ATTENUATE protocol is superior to standard masking at reducing vertex N100-P200, “click” loudness perception, and scalp
sensation. (a) Group mean TEPs of vertex ROI (N = 20). Shaded areas indicate time windows used for analysis. (b,c) ATTENUATE reduces the
vertex N100-P200. Vertex LMFP is reduced in both N100 (F[2,57] = 3.64, p = .03) and P200 (F[2,57] = 9.40, p = .0003) time windows across
the three conditions. Pairwise comparisons revealed that ATTENUATE reduced vertex N100-P200 compared with No masking (N100: p = .03;
P200: p = .0002), and that ATTENUATE reduced vertex P200 compared with Standard masking (p = .03). Comparisons between No masking and
Standard masking were nonsignificant (N100 p = .52; P200 p = .21). (d,e) sensory suppression protocols reduced perception of loudness (F
[2,57] = 8.53, p = .0006) and scalp sensation (F[2,57] = 5.47, p = .007). Pairwise comparisons demonstrate that ATTENUATE reduced both
loudness (p = .0004) and scalp sensation (p = .006) from No masking, but did not reduce compared with Standard masking in loudness rating
(p = .15) or scalp sensation (p = .56). Comparisons between No masking and Standard masking were nonsignificant (loudness p = .07, scalp
sensation p = .08). (f) Pain was not effected by protocol (F[2,57] = 0.06, p = .9461). All significant pairwise comparisons are indicated with
brackets and asterisks mark level of significance. *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001. All error bars denote standard error. LMFP, local mean field
power; ROI, region of interest; TEPs, transcranial magnetic stimulations.
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ATTENUATE reduced the LMFP vertex N100 (M = 145.84,

SD = 62.13) compared with No masking (M = 304.28, SD = 288.54;

Tukey's HSD, p = .03). Standard masking did not show statistical dif-

ferences from No masking (M = 236.38, SD = 167.59; p = .52) or from

ATTENUATE (p = .26). ATTENUATE reduced the LMFP vertex P200

(M = 311.98, SD = 130.51) compared with No masking (M = 727.68,

SD = 401.13; p = .0002) and compared with Standard masking

(M = 563.90, SD = 309.63; p = .03). Standard masking did not show

statistical differences from No masking (p = .21). These results reflect

that ATTENUATE reduced vertex N100 by 54.41% and vertex P200

by 56.58% from No masking (average of 55.94% reduction across the

vertex N100-P200 complex). In comparison, Standard masking

reduced vertex N100 by 22.31% and vertex P200 by 22.51% (average

of 22.45% across the vertex N100-P200 complex). In summary, we

observed a significant group effect across sensory suppression proce-

dures and ATTENUATE reduced the vertex N100 and P200 more

than Standard masking.

3.2 | ATTENUATE is more effective than Standard
masking at reducing loudness perception and scalp
sensation

Raw perceptual ratings for loudness of “click,” sensation on the scalp,

and pain were compared across the three masking protocols (No

masking, Standard masking, and ATTENUATE). See Figure 2a for per-

ceptual ratings following Standard masking and ATTENUATE condi-

tions. We found a significant difference in loudness perception (F

[2,57] = 8.53, p = .0006) and scalp sensation (F[2,57] = 5.47,

p = .0067) across the conditions (Figure 2a). Perception of pain did

not change between the conditions (F[2,57] = .06, p = .9461). Post

hoc pairwise comparisons revealed that ATTENUATE reduced loud-

ness rating (M = 2.24, SD = 1.51; p = .0004) and scalp sensation

(M = 4.15, SD = 2.10; p = .006) compared with No masking

(Loudness: M = 4.23, SD = 1.92; Scalp: M = 6.30, SD = 2.36). Stan-

dard masking (Loudness: M = 3.08, SD = 1.51; Scalp: M = 4.78,

F IGURE 3 Individual auditory, foam, or timing modifications are only minimally effective for reducing vertex N100-P200 or sensory perception.
(a) Auditory masking conditions: No noise, Noise, and Noise with over-the-ear protection (b) TEPs from the vertex ROI (c,d) LMFP for N100 (c) and P200
(d) time windows. ANOVAs revealed that auditory masking protocols only had a marginal but insignificant effect on vertex P200. (e–g) perceptual
ratings of “click” loudness (e), scalp sensation (f), and pain (g). ANOVAs revealed that auditory masking protocols had an effect on loudness rating,

driven by Noise with over-the-ear protection change from No masking, an insignificant reduction in scalp sensation, and no effect on pain. (h) No foam and
Foam conditions (i) TEPs from the vertex ROI (j,k) LMFP. t-Tests revealed that Foam had no effect on vertex N100 or P200. (l,n) Perceptual ratings of
loudness (l), scalp sensation (m), and pain (n). t-Tests revealed that Foam had no effect on any perceptual ratings. (o) Jittered and Unjittered ISI conditions
(p) TEPs from the vertex ROI (q,r) LMFP. t-Tests revealed that using an Unjittered ISI had a nonsignificant effect in vertex N100, and a significant effect
on vertex P200. (s–u) perceptual ratings of loudness (s), scalp sensation (t), and pain (u). t-Tests revealed that using an Unjittered ISI had no effect on any
perceptual ratings. p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001. All error bars denote standard error. Shaded areas indicate time windows used for analysis. ANOVAs,
analysis of variances; ISI, interstimulus interval; LMFP, local mean field power; ROI, region of interest; TEPs, transcranial magnetic stimulations.
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SD = 2.07) did not show a statistical difference from No masking

(Loudness: p = .07; Scalp: p = .08) or from ATTENUATE (Loudness:

p = .15; Scalp: p = .56). These results reflect that ATTENUATE

reduced loudness rating by 50.30% and scalp sensation by 35.52%

from No masking. In comparison, Standard masking reduced loudness

rating by 27.22% and scalp sensation by 24.21%. In summary, we

observed a significant group effect across sensory suppression proce-

dures with ATTENUATE reducing the perception of “click” loudness

and scalp sensation compared with No masking.

3.3 | Individual auditory, foam, or ISI timing
modifications are not sufficient for reducing vertex
N100-P200 or sensory perception

To determine if components of these sensory suppression modifica-

tions in isolation reduce the vertex N100-P200 or sensory perception,

we compared vertex N100-P200 LMFP and perceptual ratings across

auditory (No noise, Noise, and Noise and over-the-ear protection;

Figure 3a–d), foam (No foam and Foam; Figure 3e–h), and ISI timing

(Jittered and Unjittered; Figure 3i–l) conditions. For each comparison,

all other modifications were matched.

3.3.1 | Auditory suppression

An ANOVA across the three auditory conditions (No noise, Noise,

and Noise and over-the-ear protection) revealed no effect on vertex

N100 (Figure 3c; F[2,57] = 1.27, p = .29) with an insignificant but

marginal effect on vertex P200 (Figure 3d; F[2,57] = 3.10, p = .05).

Auditory suppression had an effect on loudness rating across the

three conditions (Figure 3e; F[2,57] = 6.12, p = .0039). Post hoc

pairwise comparisons revealed that Noise with over-the-ear protec-

tion reduced loudness (M = 2.25, SD = 1.59) compared with No

noise (M = 4.23, SD = 1.92; Tukey's HSD; p = .003). Noise alone

did not reduce loudness rating (M = 3.10, SD = 1.84) from No noise

(p = .12) but was also not different from Noise with over-the-ear

protection (p = .30). Auditory suppression protocols did not reduce

scalp sensation (Figure 3f; F[2,57] = 3.08, p = .05) or pain rating

(Figure 3g; F[2,57] = 0.56, p = .5730).

3.3.2 | Foam

The use of Foam had no effect on vertex N100 (Figure 3j;

T = �0.2886, DF = 19, p = .7760, CI = �46.9654, 35.5838) or vertex

P200 (Figure 3k; T = �0.8277, DF = 19, p = .4181, CI = �122.5488,

53.0926). Foam also had no effect on loudness rating (Figure 3l;

T = 1.0918, DF = 19, p = .2886; CI = �0.3210, 1.0210), scalp sensa-

tion (Figure 3m; T = 1.4690, DF = 19, p = .1582; CI = �0.3398,

1.9398), or pain rating (Figure 3n; T = 1.5305, DF = 19, p = .1424;

CI = �0.2114, 1.3614).

3.3.3 | ISI timing

Using an Unjittered ISI had a nonsignificant suppressive effect on ver-

tex N100 (Figure 3q; T = 1.8574, DF = 19, p = .0788, CI = �7.5349,

126.3170) and a significant suppressive effect on vertex P200

(Figure 3r; T = 3.8362, DF = 19, p = .0011, CI = 78.0444, 265.4598).

Unjittered ISI had no effect on loudness rating (Figure 3s;

T = �0.8193, DF = 19, p = .4228; CI = �0.8443, 0.3693), scalp sen-

sation (Figure 3t; T = �1.1981, DF = 19, p = .2456; CI = �1.6482,

0.4482), or pain rating (Figure 3u; T = �0.0901, DF = 19, p = .9291;

CI = �0.6056, 0.5556).

In summary, auditory, foam, or ISI timing modifications alone are

only minimally effective strategies for reducing vertex N100-P200

LMFP and perceptual ratings of “click” loudness, scalp sensation,

or pain.

3.4 | Relationship between electrophysiology and
perception

Finally, to better understand the relationship between electrophysiol-

ogy and perception, we compared the vertex N100, vertex P200, and

perceptual ratings in the No masking condition (Figure S7) using a cor-

relation matrix of all measures. All relationships were insignificant

except for between N100 and P200 as well as between Pain and the

P200 (Figure S7A and Section 2.3.2). Pain rating had a positive corre-

lation with vertex P200 (Figure S7C; correlation: r[19] = 0.45,

p = .04; regression: F[1,19] = 4.67, p = .04; R2 = 0.20), but may be

spurious due to one high leverage observation.

4 | DISCUSSION

In this study, in an effort to reduce the sensory effects of TMS, we

sought to experimentally minimize the vertex N100-P200 and sensory

perception arising from suprathreshold TMS to the dlFPC. We developed

a novel combination of experimental sensory suppression techniques,

termed ATTENUATE, which consisted of using auditory noise masking,

foam, over-the-ear protection, and unjittered pulse timing. To the best of

our knowledge, this is the first study to present the ATTENUATE proto-

col. We find the following: (1) The ATTENUATE protocol significantly

reduced the vertex N100-P200 by 56%, outperforming other standard

masking procedures, with no effect on the early TEP; (2) The ATTENU-

ATE protocol reduced “click” loudness rating by 50% and scalp sensation

by 36%, outperforming standard approaches; and (3) Single sensory

experimental modifications alone are not sufficient to significantly reduce

vertex N100-P200 or sensory perception.

We show that additional experimental modifications above noise

masking alone are needed to reduce the N100-P200 after suprathres-

hold TMS to dlPFC (Figure 3a–g). When compared with prior studies

that suggest that noise masking alone can minimize the sensory TEP

(Massimini et al., 2005; Rocchi et al., 2021), our study differs by
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intensity and brain target. Regarding intensity, compared with previ-

ous work that focused on subthreshold intensities (90% rMT:

Massimini et al., 2005; Rocchi et al., 2021), our suprathreshold stimu-

lation protocol (120% rMT) better mimicked clinical stimulation

parameters (McClintock et al., 2018), but is more difficult to mask

(Biabani et al., 2019; Fuggetta et al., 2005; Ross et al., 2021; ter

Braack et al., 2015). In regards to brain target, whereas other studies

have explored sensory suppression after TMS to the primary motor

(Rocchi et al., 2021) or premotor (Massimini et al., 2005) targets, here

we focus on the dlPFC, which may have different sensory contribu-

tions to the vertex N100-P200 compared with motor targets (Herring

et al., 2015; Lioumis et al., 2018).

Although these differences in intensity (80% vs. 120% rMT) or

brain target (premotor/M1 vs. dlPFC) may partially explain the inabil-

ity to fully suppress the vertex N100-P200, other factors may be con-

tributing. The link between sensory potentials, brain target, and

intensity is not yet clear (Herring et al., 2015). TEPs from M1 stimula-

tion highly correlate with those from nonbrain regions (shoulder),

regardless of stimulation intensity (120% vs. 80% rMT; Biabani

et al., 2019), suggesting that peripherally evoked contributions to the

TEP may be considerable regardless of stimulation intensity or target.

Multiple studies have demonstrated that N100-P200 components can

persist, both for subthreshold and suprathreshold M1 stimulation,

even after suppression of TMS click perception (Fuggetta et al., 2005;

Paus et al., 2001). Therefore, we cannot conclude that auditory sup-

pression protocols will be effective for all designs, nor that auditory

perception of the “click” will be an effective indication of suppression

of sensory components in the TEP. We may be yet to find the most

effective sensory suppression protocol for all designs and populations.

However, our proposed novel combination of sensory reduction pro-

cedures (ATTENUATE), which includes extra-auditory reduction (with

the use of over-the-ear protection), foam, and predictable timing of

TMS pulses, is superior at reducing vertex N100-P200 and sensory

perception (loudness and scalp feeling) compared with standard

experimental procedures.

Another explanation for the inability to fully suppress the vertex

N100-P200 is that there could be nonsensory processes occurring in

the same time window. Intracranial stimulation supports the presence

of nonsensory TEPs occurring in this time range (Parmigiani

et al., 2022), although scalp topography or source estimations of this

activity should be explored in more detail. TEP remaining after inde-

pendent component analysis (ICA)-based removal of vertex

N100-P200 suggests there may be TMS-induced oscillatory changes

(Ross et al., 2021). It is generally recognized that the TEP in this time

window may be the summation of sensory and nonsensory contribu-

tions, which is precisely why it is critical to build a toolbox of tech-

niques for suppressing or removing the sensory contributions to the

TEP to better understand all other contributors. However, due to the

persistent participant perception of loudness and scalp sensation,

coupled with a vertex-localized topography and similar time course of

the TEP resulting from ATTENUATE (Figure S8), it is likely that there

are residual sensory contributions to the TEP. Future work should

explore the conditions in which ATTENUATE can fully suppress the

vertex N100-P200. These conditions include intensities, types of

noise, ISIs, sham TMS, or use of a solid spacer underneath the coil that

allows for skull conductance but not magnetic field induced cortical

activation.

4.1 | Effect of a foam spacer on the sensory TEP

We find that a foam spacer attached to the bottom of the coil had no

effect on vertex N100-P200, “click” loudness perception, scalp feel-

ing, or pain. Although foam could be contributing to the combined

effectiveness of ATTENUATE, there was no impact when other modi-

fications were matched (Figure 3h–n). Foam has been suggested to

reduce bone conduction of the TMS “click” sound (Nikouline

et al., 1999), and shown to be effective when used in combination

with auditory suppression methods (ter Braack et al., 2015). As such,

foam padding between the coil and scalp has become standard proce-

dure to help suppress the vertex N100-P200. However, foam

increases coil to cortex distance and there are no guidelines for

adjusting stimulation intensity to account for this increased distance,

and no guidelines for reporting whether foam was used in determining

motor thresholds. Coil to cortex distance has a strong influence on

induced electric field in cortex (Mantell et al., 2021)—enough to signif-

icantly increase MT determination (ter Braack et al., 2015), as also

observed in this study (Table S1). The lack of reduction in vertex

N100-P200 with foam in our conditions when other factors were

matched could be due to this increased intensity of TMS with com-

pared with without foam. Interestingly, we also observed no differ-

ence in early localized TEP, supporting that the adjusted rMT with

foam likely resulted in a matched induced electrical field, potentially

diminishing the argument that the adjusted rMT accounts for our lack

of suppression. Overall, our results suggest that foam may not be

alone effective for reducing sensory confounds. If used it is important

that stimulation intensity is adjusted to account for the increased dis-

tance from coil to cortex, and this adjusted rMT is reported in future

studies to allow further analysis into this critical question.

4.2 | Nonmodal or multimodal component
contributions to the TEP

The vertex N100-P200 complex has been described as an auditory

component (see AEP; Ilmoniemi & Kiči�c, 2010; Nikouline et al., 1999),

but it is likely to have multimodal sensory contributions. Although

observed in the TEP, vertex N100-P200 complexes with similar/

matching time course of peak latencies and similar source activations

have been more rigorously examined and described in response to

sensory stimuli other than the TMS “click” sound. Many of these stud-

ies describe multisensory or cross-modal impacts on the vertex

N100-P200 (Shahin, 2019; Shahin et al., 2018; Shen et al., 2020), sug-

gesting that it is not modality specific and instead largely determined

by the intrinsic saliency of the stimulus and its task relevance

(Mouraux et al., 2011; Novembre et al., 2019).
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In TMS-EEG experiments, it is difficult to distinguish between

unimodal auditory and nonmodal or multimodal sensory contributions

to the vertex N100-P200. In addition, it is unclear if sensory contribu-

tions are likely to sum linearly. In light of this, sensory suppression

protocols for TMS-EEG may be more effective if the vertex

N100-P200 is assumed to be multimodal. Our proposed ATTENUATE

procedure may show superiority to a Standard masking procedure due

to additional over-the-ear auditory masking or saliency reduction

through the predictable ISI of the TMS pulses. Of note is that neither

auditory masking (even with over-the-ear protection) nor predictable

ISI timing was more than borderline or minimally effective at suppres-

sing vertex N100-P200 when used alone. Maximal suppression was

achieved when combining auditory masking and predictable ISI timing,

suggesting that a combined sensory masking and sensory attenuation

protocol is most effective.

4.3 | Repetition suppression, salience, and
habituation

Repetition suppression (RS), a reduction of neural activation following

repeated presentation of a stimulus, may play a role here and requires

further investigation. RS has been observed in response to auditory

tones alone and to TMS, both in the TMS-EEG and in the MEP, and

has been observed as early as the second stimulus in a train (Löfberg

et al., 2013). Its underlying mechanism has not been fully elucidated

but include habituation, perceptual sharpening, or suppression of

motor excitability when no movements are intended (Grill-Spector

et al., 2006). Further work is needed to distinguish whether RS is due

to a reduction in salience in the saliency network, reduction in habitua-

tion in auditory–motor excitability, or a result of the interactions

between salience and sensorimotor excitability. However, although

there does not appear to be a trend toward recovery within short

trains (Fruhstorfer, 1971; Löfberg et al., 2013), the dynamics of RS

and recovery should be studied in more detail in longer trains such as

the 80 TMS pulses in sequence studied here. This is particularly rele-

vant to TMS brain targets in sensorimotor networks, such as M1 and

S1. Further, although we do not observe a direct impact on prefrontal

excitability in these data, this possibility does need to be investigated

in a focused study tracking the dynamics of modulation across long

TMS trains.

4.4 | Is sensory suppression the most effective
strategy for reducing vertex N100-P200?

One clear limitation of our results is that neither perceptual ratings

nor vertex N100-P200 were fully eliminated. It should be noted that

our design was intended to evoke a large vertex N100-P200 by using

suprathreshold stimulation (120% rMT) and with a stimulation target

that is known to induce significant sensory artifact (Lioumis

et al., 2018). Future work should examine the efficacy of the ATTEN-

UATE protocol across stimulation intensities and targets.

ATTENUATE may fully eliminate vertex N100-P200 at lower stimula-

tion intensities or other stimulation targets, but this will need to be

investigated experimentally.

Furthermore, when the study design allows, sensory suppression

techniques should be considered after other options. For instance, if

the experimental question allows for conditions with matched inten-

sity, matched sensory suppressive protocols, and target locations with

active TMS, then perception and cortical sensory components in the

TEP should also be matched. Although this design is optimal, it is not

feasible for many studies. Alternatively, one can isolate the sensory

contributions to the TEP using sensory-matched sham protocols.

Although it is difficult to match the sensory experience of active TMS

with sham TMS, the topography and time course of evoked sensory

potentials may be similar (Biabani et al., 2019) enough to employ an

ICA-based technique for removal (Rogasch, Thomson, et al., 2014;

Ross et al., 2021). Of course, a combination of sensory suppression,

such as ATTENUATE, coupled with sensory-matched sham TMS may

be most effective for reducing the impact of sensory confounds while

ensuring that residual sensory contributions to TEP can be more easily

identified.

4.5 | Sensory potentials and pain perception

Our results suggest that perception of TMS pain may be relevant to

the vertex N100-P200 complex. This result is perhaps unsurprising as

previous work has demonstrated substantial overlap between audi-

tory/somatosensory responses and activity in a “pain matrix” network

with nociceptive stimuli applied to the skin (Mouraux et al., 2011).

Due to a high correlation between the response to sensory and noci-

ceptive stimulation as well as sensory/nociceptive responses and

saliency ratings, the authors suggest that sensory responses and pain

matrix activity may be best characterized as stimulus saliency-related

network activity. Although our correlation and regression analyses

were exploratory, this work suggests that reducing the saliency of

TMS, including minimization of pain, should be investigated to mini-

mize the vertex N100-P200.

5 | FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Although this work provides critical improvements in sensory suppres-

sion during TMS studies, several important questions remain. Given

the wide variety of acoustic and somatosensory differences, the

ATTENUATE protocol should be tested with a range of stimulation

intensities, coils, and brain targets to establish its efficacy for different

stimulation environments. ATTENUATE should also be tested in com-

bination with different noise masking properties. A recent tool, TMS

Adaptable Auditory Control (TAAC), shows promise for customizing

auditory noise properties for individual participants (Russo

et al., 2022). For TMS-click tracks recorded at 70% maximum stimula-

tor output, the noise properties can be adjusted in real-time for opti-

mizing perceptual masking. Although TAAC needs to be tested for
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higher intensity TMS-click sounds and for masking TMS pulses applied

to the scalp (rather than just auditory tracks), it is possible that

ATTENUATE used with TAAC instead of the click frequency noise

used in this study may provide additional auditory suppression.

It is also important to explore how ATTENUATE performs in

patients with sensory deficits such as hearing loss and sensory proces-

sing disorders. Additionally, our data suggest that predictability of

TMS pulse timing can contribute to amplitude suppression in sensory

TEP, building on prior work showing MEP attenuation with predict-

able M1 stimulation (Stupacher et al., 2013; Tran et al., 2021).

Although we did not observe a cumulative effect on the TEP using

80 unjittered single pulses of TMS, the sensory predictive suppressive

effect should be examined with more single pulses and with a range

of unjittered ISI lengths to ensure that the unjittered protocol does

not induce a build-up effect on plasticity. Sensorimotor prediction for

the timing of sensory events is well documented (See Ross

et al., 2016; Ross & Balasubramaniam, 2014 for reviews), and may

account for motor and sensory attenuation with predictable TMS

pulse timing. However, the suggestion that the principles of sensori-

motor timing can be used to optimize nonmotor and nonsensory TEP

is novel to the best of our knowledge. Future work should compare

the effects on the TEP of interval and phase timing in rhythmically

predictable TMS sequences (Grube, Cooper, et al., 2010; Grube, Lee,

et al., 2010; Iversen & Balasubramaniam, 2016; Patel & Iversen, 2014;

Ross et al., 2016; Ross et al., 2018; Teki et al., 2011; Teki et al., 2012),

the role of task-relevant sensorimotor experience (Stupacher

et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2017), and readiness-to-act (Gordon

et al., 2017; Gordon, Iacoboni, & Balasubramaniam, 2018) as variables

in the TMS sensory predictive suppressive effect.

6 | CONCLUSIONS

We investigated the electrophysiological and perceptual conse-

quences of applying different sensory suppression protocols with

suprathreshold TMS to dlPFC. We find that ATTENUATE outperforms

the Standard masking protocol for reducing both the vertex

N100-P200 and sensory perception. Further, our data support that

auditory suppression, foam spacing, or pulse timing alone are not suffi-

cient to reduce the vertex N100-P200, likely due to the nonmodal or

multimodal contributions of the sensory experience of the TMS pulse.
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